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Abstract
The listening environment of a prison fosters specific relationships to sound. Sound
and silence regulate time. Time is, perhaps, the most central factor of incarceration.
The incarcerated do time and have time but have no control over their own time.
Music speeds up the feeling of time or prolongs it with memories of time past. This
presentation asks us to consider the role of musical time in relation to the traumas
of incarceration. Augmenting the central tenet of the paper are four vignettes that
center on the relationship between time and sound in a prison setting: time as confession in operatic prison arias, time as narrative in bluegrass murder ballads, time
as catharsis in prison pow wows, and time as release in the prison music classroom.
Each analysis borrows from approaches in musicology, ethnomusicology, music theory, and sound studies to shed insights on the role of the acoustic in phenomenological experiences of incarceration.
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